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Abstract

Background—Transoral robotic-assisted oncologic surgery of the head and neck offers 

promising functional results. Nonetheless, the efficacy of oncologic surgery remains critically 

dependent on obtaining negative margins. We aimed to integrate a miniaturized high resolution 

fiberoptic microendoscope (HRME), which provides real time histological assessment, with the da 

Vinci robotic system (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA).

Methods—Three patients undergoing transoral robotic surgery were prospectively enrolled. 

Optical imaging of the oropharynx was performed intraoperatively with the robotic-assisted 

HRME.
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Results—All patients underwent the procedure successfully with no complications. The HRME 

was successfully integrated with the Da Vinci Robotic system. Several sites of the oropharynx and 

associated malignancy were imaged, which correlated with the standard histopathological 

analysis.

Conclusions—Transoral robotic-assisted high resolution microendoscopic imaging of the 

oropharynx is a safe and technically feasible approach, providing a real time histological 

assessment and may serve as a valuable aid in oncologic surgery.
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Introduction

Recently, the role of transoral robotic surgery (TORS) in the management of oropharyngeal 

squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC) has gained acceptance due to its excellent functional and 

oncologic outcomes, obviating the need for traditional transcervical and transmandibular 

open approaches in selected cases.(1-6) Consequently, surgical treatment has gained 

importance as a component of the multidisciplinary care for patients with oropharyngeal 

squamous cell carcinoma (OPSCC). Obtaining clear (negative) margins remains 

indispensable for a positive oncologic outcome, necessary to maximize survival and reduce 

recurrence.(7, 8) Failure to do so constitutes an adverse prognostic factor, requiring 

subsequent adjuvant therapy, which has an impact on patient’s quality of life.(9, 10) In 

contrast, extensive resection can lead to serious functional deficiencies and treatment 

associated morbidity – mortality. Hence, the capacity to define tumoral margins with a high 

degree of accuracy is critical for maximizing the efficacy of surgical treatment and the 

patient’s subsequent quality of life. Technical aspects of transoral robotic surgery make this 

goal difficult to achieve, notably, the inability to palpate the tumor due to lack of haptic 

feedback and issues related to access and orientation of specimen inherent to the retractor 

system, optical cavity, and robotic instrumentation. Current standard of care involves careful 

margin assessment with “frozen section” analysis and surgeon controlled inking of 

specimens at the time of surgery. (11, 12) Although intraoperative “frozen section” analysis of 

surgical margins is a valuable adjunct to oncologic surgery, the method is costly, time-

consuming, and discrepancies between frozen section margins and final pathology are 

common. (13-15)

Image-guided oncologic surgery is an emerging area of research, where several optical 

imaging modalities have been proposed to improve intraoperative delineation of tumor 

margins(16). The ability to establish an immediate, real-time microendoscopic diagnosis that 

is consistent with the histologic diagnosis is the ultimate objective of the field. The goal of 

microendoscopic imaging is multifold. Not only does it enable prediction of histology, it 

allows real-time visualization of the epithelium at a subcellular level of resolution. The high-

resolution microendoscope (HRME) is a novel noninvasive imaging modality that utilizes a 

flexible fiberoptic probe to obtain images in situ and in real time of tissue stained with a 

topical fluorescent nuclear contrast agent, allowing visualization of epithelial architecture 
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and cellular morphology,(17-20) Furthermore, we have previously described and validated 

this device for the detection of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) ex vivo, 

revealing a sensitivity and specificity of 98% and 92% respectively.(21, 22)

We aimed to integrate the miniaturized fiberoptic probe of the HRME with the Da Vinci 

robotic system (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) to evaluate the feasibility of 

intraoperative optical imaging during TORS.

Materials and Methods

Three patients diagnosed with tonsillar OPSCC that were to undergo transoral robotic 

surgery were prospectively enrolled under a Mount Sinai Hospital (09-2057) and Rice 

University (09-166E) Institutional Review Board-approved study. Inclusion criteria for the 

study consisted of age ≥ 18 years, regardless of sex, race, or ethnicity, with biopsy proven 

squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx and larynx that were 

to undergo surgical resection. Written informed consent was obtained from all patients 

before surgery. Patients were deemed appropriate for TORS after evaluation by the 

multidisciplinary tumor board at Mount Sinai Head and Neck Cancer Center.

Imaging System

Technical details of the HRME have been described in detail by Muldoon et al. (17, 18) The 

HRME device essentially operates as a fluorescence microscope coupled to a fiberoptic 

imaging probe (Fig.1). This probe consists of a 1 mm outer diameter fiber bundle (Fujikura, 

FIGH-30-850N), which is comprised of 30,000 optical fibers with a center-to-center spacing 

of 4 μm that allow a circular field of view of 720 μm, displaying images in real time at 12 

frames per second. The cost of the device is less than $2500, with a probe that can be 

sterilized and reused. (23)After topical application of a fluorescent contrast (Proflavine 

hemisulfate 0.01%) agent, the probe is placed in contact with the mucosal surface, 

transmitting an image of the tissue back through the fiberoptic probe to a charged-coupled 

device (CCD) camera which is connected to a laptop computer for image capture and 

storage. A 0.01% solution of proflavine (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO) was used as the 

fluorescent contrast agent to label cell nuclei, in accordance to previous studies conducted 

by our group.(21, 22)

TORS

The TORS surgical technique has been described previously. (24)Succinctly, the da Vinci 

Surgical System (Intuitive Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) consists of a surgeon’s console, a 

surgical cart, a manipulator unit with two laterally placed instrument arms and a centrally 

located endoscopic arm holding the three dimensional camera. The patient is placed in the 

supine position on an operating room table. Nasotracheal intubation allows for an 

unobstructed view of the oropharynx. Oral cavity retraction is achieved by using the Crowe 

Davis retractor, Dingman retractor (Omega Health Care, London, England) or the FK 

retractor (Gyrus Company, Maple grove, MN) and the da Vinci robot is positioned at a 30- 

to 45-degree angle to the operating table. The 0- or 30-degree high-magnification three-

dimensional camera is inserted into the oral cavity followed by the positioning of the dual 
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robotic arms. Imaging was performed using a 5mm 5Fr introducer instrument (Intuitive 

Surgical Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) that allows for flexible fiber delivery and manipulation of the 

HRME probe (Fig.2).

Using a cotton-tipped applicator prior to resection, proflavine hemisulfate was topically 

applied to the mucosal surface of previously determined tumor and adjacent normal sites of 

the oropharynx by clinical examination. Subsequently, the fiberoptic probe was introduced 

via a 5mm 5Fr introducer and placed robotically-assisted in gentle contact with the mucosa. 

HRME images were immediately acquired (Fig 3). Sample sections from each imaged site 

were obtained using a four millimeter punch biopsy immediately after imaging, then placed 

in formalin and submitted for histopathologic processing and analysis by a board-certified 

pathologist who used standard criteria and was blinded to the corresponding HRME image.

HRME images were analyzed to identify imaging features of benign and malignant mucosa 

which correlate with histopathological diagnosis, including nuclear size and shape, nuclear 

density, and overall cellular architecture.

Results

Initial assessment of the technical feasibility of this robotic-assisted imaging method proved 

to be successful in all three cases. Several factors were evaluated, including contrast agent 

delivery, exposure and visualization of the tumor, maneuverability of the fiberoptic probe 

integrated with the robotic arm, image quality, motion artifact, length of the procedure and 

complications. Delivery of the contrast agent to the oropharyngeal mucosa was performed 

using cotton tipped applicators and was straight forward. However this required 

manipulation of the robotic arms which was time consuming, encouraging the need for a 

robotic contrast delivery system. Adequate exposure was achieved in all cases with proper 

visualization of the tumor and manipulation of the HRME probe was comparable to working 

with any other robotic instrument. As expected, the robot provided for excellent 

manipulation and precision of the fiberoptic probe, virtually eliminating any motion artifact 

and obtaining satisfactory image quality. Current available robotic instrumentation limited 

the size of the fiberoptic probe and consequently the field of view. No complications were 

reported and the length of the procedure was 4, 5 and 7 minutes in the three cases.

Figure 3 shows representative HRME images obtained intraoperatively and the 

corresponding histopathology of benign mucosa and invasive cancer of the oropharynx.

In all cases, HRME images obtained during surgery showed features that were consistent 

with histologic assessment and could be used to discriminate between benign mucosa and 

invasive cancer. Images of benign mucosa are characterized by nuclei of consistent, regular 

size which are evenly spaced. This contrasts with images of malignant mucosa, where 

enlarged, crowded nuclei distort the cellular architecture, corresponding to increased 

cellularity found in cancerous tissue.
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Discussion

Although histopathologic evaluation remains the gold standard for discriminating between 

benign and malignant mucosa, the applications of a real time evaluation that can closely 

approximate histologic resolution are vast. With growing interest in minimally invasive 

surgical techniques in the head and neck, such as transoral robotic surgery (TORS)(1), 

advanced imaging modalities are likely to play an increasingly important role in accurately 

delineating margins, targeting biopsies and guiding minimally invasive surgery. The HRME 

is a simple, low-cost, portable and easily trainable diagnostic tool that has the ability to 

obtain real-time microscopic information (17, 21, 23), which can be successfully delivered via 

robotic instrumentation to the difficult to access anatomy of the upper aerodigestive tract.

A limitation of this technology is that it is restricted to the superficial mucosa. While 

excellent at determining benign vs. malignant tissue at the surface of the tumor, limited 

depth of penetration of roughly 50 μm makes it difficult to detect submucosal tumor spread 

and images may be incorrectly classified as normal, when tumor extends in a submucosal 

manner. The strong affinity of the proflavine contrast agent, for keratin can mask the 

underlying nuclei in heavily keratinized tissue, limiting the ability to interpret the images 

obtained. Additionally, imaging of the deep muscle margins with this technology remains 

unexplored and is the subject of ongoing investigation by our research group. Strategies, 

which permit greater depth of penetration and the interrogation of deep margins, are active 

areas of ongoing research.

Future research in alternative targeted contrast agents that highlight specific markers 

overexpressed in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, such as epidermal growth factor 

receptor (EGFR) or human papilloma virus (HPV), may allow for selective visualization of 

cancer cells with optical imaging technology.(25, 26)

Another issue to consider, specific to minimal-access surgery, is that the field-of-view of the 

microendoscope is inherently limited by the size of the probe’s distal end and this, by the 

diameter of the instrument utilized for its delivery. Smaller probes result in a smaller field-

of-view and can make it difficult for users to obtain a broad sense of tissue morphology. 

This may be addressed by current algorithms for real-time video mosaicing that has emerged 

as an effective technique to increase the acquired image size.(27)

In conclusion, we demonstrated that a novel, low cost microendoscopy device can be safely 

and successfully used to acquire high-quality, high-resolution images of cellular morphology 

and architecture in real time of the oropharynx during transoral robotic surgery. With 

advances in optical technology and novel delivery systems, this innovative technique may 

serve as a valuable adjunct to ablative oncologic surgery, potentially improving tumoral 

margin discrimination and oncologic outcomes.
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The HRME, shown in schematic (A) and fully assembled (B).
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The fiberoptic probe of the HRME inserted through a 5FR Introducer (Intuitive Surgical 

Inc., Sunnyvale, CA) proximally (A), distally (B) and fully integrated in the robotic arm (C).
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Transoral robotic-assisted microendoscopic imaging of the oropharynx with corresponding 

representative HRME and H&E histopathologic images from the oropharynx of squamous 

cell carcinoma (A) and benign mucosa (B).
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